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There is a saying that “Teaching is the noblest of all professions. Yes! For without a teacher no other professions will be recognized”.

But when does a journey of a teacher begin? I believe many are called but few are chosen. Being the chosen one in this profession takes a lot of extra-responsibilities.

As I entered in this field, I have lots of realizations. Realizations that turned into a baseline of how a teacher must be.

One, is a teacher should be passionate. He/she should own a big heart. A heart that has the power to appreciate the profession itself and understand the intertwined problems that might possibly be encountered along the way.

Another thing that I realized is that, a teacher should be competitive enough. Teaching requires great talent, skill and adequate knowledge. This profession demands a quality and competitive produce too. Complete teachers will definitely ensure the quality education. This will measure how great and effective the teacher is.
I also realized that a teacher should be flexible. In this profession, you will play a multi-tasking role. You will be a doctor to students who were sick. You will be a clown to sad students. You will be an engineer that molds the students to be a better person. You will be a parent who’s willing to lend an ear, a crying shoulder to those students who needed comfort. You will a friend who will be there in times of need. You will be somebody.

Dedication is also one that a teacher should possess. He should be dedicated to their well-being which then allows them to bring the same dedication and quality to all area of their life including their work and the students they teach.

These realizations would also be sound and much possible if we totally embrace the entire aspects that this profession demands and as we continue learning and be a model of a 21st Century teacher.

With all of these, a teacher can be a more effective, dedicated and competitive professional.
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